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T

he paper presents the integration of data using Java for Web Applications in the open-source domain and emphases
aspects like: integration of data that will be used in Web Applications will be through a Java custom driver, the usage of
XML files as a common platform for the integration of data and through the E. T. L. - Extract, Transform and Load instruments
used to integrate data for data warehouse. The next step is to integrate open-source Java components through the presented
frameworks into Web Applications. There will be presented aspects for the development of existing Java objects with opensource components that will improve performance and facilities of existing tools used to access data from different DBMS-s or
XML files. Encapsulation of data in these objects permits to set and change values and also to get the appropriate values by
using listeners and methods specific to application levels.

Introduction
Connecting users to database would not be possible without implementing connect drivers that are specific to each DBMS's,
including in this technology which is very complex. Among the best drivers are implemented in Java, offering multiple
facilities and possibilities of customization required different types of Web applications. An important role in these applications
have Java beans that are reflecting the entity database, transacts executes user commands and their use in technologies such as
Java RMI (Java Remote Method Invocation - is an API (Application Programming Interface) equivalent actions performed by
Remote Procedure Calls), CORBA - Common Object Requesting Broker Architecture – which is a standard defined by the
Object Management Group that allows software components written in different languages and it is running on different
machines to work together [2], [5].

Integration of Data That Will Be Used in Web Applications
An important contribution in building Web applications for DBMS's, by highlighting the best solutions for building these
applications taking into account the costs, risks, robustness DBMS the chosen power programming language facilities of
different frameworks plants, the ability to offer customers applications to access the Web interface, and modifying data. My
recommendation is to use the DBMS, a DBMS new generation that includes powerful storage facilities, handling, connection,
protection, etc. (a DBMS such as Oracle), the Java programming language - it is an object oriented language easily use
includes powerful features for the Web, specific classes to connect to databases, does not depend on the operating system and
allows portability increased and the possibility to split tasks between Web designers, Java developers, software architects,
software analysts and specialists in the field of business and open source frameworks such as Eclipse. My recommendation is
to use LAMP technology (Linux, Apache HTTP Server, MySQL (database software) and PHP - programming language) as
solutions open-source, free and easy to use and implemented by a lot of small and medium enterprises. For firms overall
dimensions are recommended technologies such as DBMS - Oracle Linux - operating system, application server - OAS (Oracle
Application Server) and Java as a programming language to build Web applications robust, stable, which can be accessed used
by a large number of users via a Web browser. [1], [3], [8].
The proposed solutions are to build a custom driver connection using the Java programming language (a class of its own is
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included in an overall package, a class that can be extended by specific methods of working with databases and can be
developed further and other programmers, a class that allows a client to connect to any database server through sockets).
Another solution is to use XML files that contain structured data and XML descriptor files needed to access Web services data.
This solution is easy to implement since most new generation DBMS sites allow data transfer or import XML files from these
files.

Fig. 1. The structure of the SOCKET.

The platform of XML files is the future in working with data in the Web and will be developed and adopted by most
manufacturers of software solutions. Another solution is to build data warehouse solutions that can contain data of different
types under different DBMS sites or semi-structured files. This data can be integrated into data warehouses via ETL tools
(Extract, Transform and Load). Extracting data from outside sources, transforming them to match the architecture of data
warehouse and loading them into a database of its kind, allows the use of these data at a higher level can be queried through
superior tools for data mining, OLAP (Online Analytical Processing) and not least be represented in reports and graphs for
significant business process. In this area is leading Oracle Warehouse Builder and Oracle technology as a tool for query,
reporting, data mining is Oracle Business Intelligence Suite Enterprise Edition [3], [6], [9].

Fig. 2. The integration of the open-source code in a Web Application.

The results are reflected in the construction of a general driver connection that can be used within Web applications for
DBMS sites so that customers can connect to any database server through socket OF THE. This driver was designed and made
in the programming language object-oriented Java, so it is open-source, free, independent of the operating system can be
improved by the inclusion of methods and specific classes work with databases, can be used any type of Web application and
DBMS can be customized sites and other Java programmers to meet the requirements of their programs. [4], [5].
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The results are based on studies that consider issues such as tests related to obtaining a stable connections through driver
connection, tests concerning packet loss data streams of bytes of faults due to network which links between client and server
errors as services talker-listener offered server failures caused by misuse of driver connectivity to the customer using methods
Java inside the package without their arguments or arguments that represent different types of data other errors due to
communication or mainframe systems to Web services used. Were also taken into account the cost of implementing such a
solution, the response time in the business of transmitting-receiving packet data connection stability and permanence related
targets throughout use in applications this custom driver connection. The results of this research led to the conclusion that this
general connection driver is stable, robust, delivering faster access and lower response (it's a fast driver), provides a permanent
connection across a web application.

Fig. 3. The comparison between JDBC driver and custom connection driver.

In the following figure are presented the principal characteristics of the custom connection driver:

Fig. 4. The characteristics of the custom connection driver.

Another modality to access different types of data stored in DBMS-s or semi-structured data stored in files is through XML
files that offer a unique standard to structure data, basically established a template for data, structured in records (rows) or pairs
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like description-values. Almost all DBMS-s have the facility to transform data into XML files that represent an international
standard in the IT domain, and so the data become available to a large number of programming languages.

Fig. 5. The usage of JAXB class for XML files.

The link between Web Applications and these types of files can be made through Java programming language that contain
packages dedicated for accessing those files and the transformation of data in own Java classes and also the possibility of
transforming data from Java classes into XML files that are different as form and content from the original files [6], [10].
Also, another possibility to access data store in different DBMS-s or semi-structured data stored in files is through the
transformation and loading of those in a unique DBMS that is very efficient, by the usage of E. T. L. - Extract Transform and
Load tools and building data warehouse. The advantage of building a data warehouse is very important, even though the
processes for loading and transforming data needs a significant programming effort, but the reunion of those in a unique
DBMS allow the integration of data into complex applications that offers many possibilities to interrogate data and data mining
with low resources of times in comparison with other applications [1], [4], [7].
Another important aspect is referring at the usage of ETL (Extract, Transform and Load) instruments for data warehouse, by
providing to the programmer powerful tools for data mining, OLAP (Online analytical processing), reporting, etc. Other aspect
refers to the usage of ETL instruments of data warehouse, by providing to the programmer extraction of data from outside
sources, transformation of those to correspond with the data warehouse architecture and loading of those in a database of the
same type, permits the usage of those data at a superior level and they can be interrogate through superior instruments for data
mining, OLAP (Online analytical processing) and they can be represented in reports and significant graphics for the business
process. In this domain an important role has Oracle with the technology Oracle Warehouse Builder and as an instrument is
OBIEE-Oracle Business Intelligence Suite Enterprise Edition.

Fig. 6. ETL instruments for the integration of data.

The structuring of those in cubes and dimensions makes possible the storage of data in a unique mode after the data have
been validated and transformed through specific procedures and their aggregation in comparison with the time dimension
permits the building of comparative reports very complex.
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These open source methods used for the integration of data can be improved by another programmer or groups of
programmers by adding new classes and methods or by integrating in their own Web applications the existing objects build on
XML files or by integrating the existing data warehouse in more complex star schemas of a bigger data warehouse.
To implement a business object it is recommended to use a Java object that can implement methods and properties specific to
an entity. The following code is a template for an entity bean:
public class Temp_Entity_Bean implements java.io.Serializable
{
protected int a_Specific_Value;
public Temp_Entity_Bean ()
{
}
public void set a_Specific_Value (int new_Specific_Value)
{
a_Specific_Value = new_Specific_Value;
}
public int get_Specific_Value ()
{
return a_Specific_Value;
}
}
The Java beans may change values through events that are specific to the business logic. The following code shows the
changes in sales for a product:
public class Sale_Change_Event extends java.util.EventObject
{
//the new sale value
protected double the_Sale_Value;
//the constructor
public Sale_Change_Event (Object source, double sale_Value)
{
super(source);
// save the new sale value
the_Sale_Value = sale_Value;
}
//get the sale value
public double get_Sale_Value ()
{
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return the_Sale_Value;
}
}
It is mandatory to implement an event listener like in the following code:
public interface Sale_Change_Listener extends java.util.EventListener
{
//the method is called when the sale value is changed
void sale_Value_Changed(Sale_Change_Event evt);
}
In the source code bellow is shown how properties can be changed:
public class Sales_Custom extends Property_Change_Support
{
// the current sale value
protected double current_Sale = 150;

public Sales_Custom (double start_val_Sale)
{
this();
current_Sale = start_val_Sale;
}
public Sales_Custom ()
{
super(this);
}
// the get method
public double get_Current_val_Sale ()
{
return current_Sale;
}
// notify listening objects of Current_val_Sale property changes
protected void notify_Current_val_Sale ()
{
// fire the event
fire_Property_Change("Current_val_Sale ",
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null, new Double(current_Sale));
}
}
The usage of these Java type of object can improve the performance of an application and can made the data more flexible
and available to a large range of different users. Encapsulation of data in these objects permits to set and change values and
also to get the appropriate values by using listeners and methods specific to application levels.

Conclusions
The integration of data is an important aspect because the programmer can use data from different types of sources like
different DBMS-s, XML files or star schema already built [1], [4]. The open-source code made the implementation of these
methods very easy and makes possible the customization afterwards by other groups of programmers and so the Web Application
becomes open-source applications. The custom driver presented above can be used in different types of Web Applications, also
may be improved by other programmers through the implementation of their own classes and methods and also may extend the
current facilities of the JDBC driver [2], [3]. Other examples of the usage of own Java classes obtained from XML files is possible
because other programmers can customize these classes according with their own specification or they can transform these classes
into different type of XML files that are different from the original files.
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